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2018 Chapter Couple of the year 

Congratulations 

Russ & Marsha Tell 



Shepherds Stories 

 
Randy & Debbie Heath                           

Chapter Shepherds 

Rjheath2@gmail.com 

Debbimah1954@gmail.com 

Ladies and gentlemen start your engines it is officially riding season. The Thursday night dinner rides have started along wi th 

our rides after our G2G have also begun.  

June looks to be a busy month. 

Missouri Rally in Branson Thursday May 31st, Friday June 1st and Saturday June 2nd. 

Saturday June 9th is our G2G with a scheduled ride to Bonaparte. 

Thursday June 14th we will be riding to Goldie's in Prairie City. 

Saturday June 16th is our chapter bike show at Outlet Mall of Des Moines in Altoona. 

Friday night June 22 to Sunday June 24 is our chapter camp out at Prairie Flower in the Flea Loop. Contact Russ or Marshal for 

available spots. 

Thursday June 28th will be our dinner ride to Lucky Pig in Ogden. 

Friday June 29th to July 4th there is a non chapter camp out at Pikes Peak State Park in North Eastern Iowa. We are also in 

search of people to lead a ride or rides to our dinner destinations. I will make the reservations. If you are interested please 

contact Randy, Debbie, Dennis, Donna, Dave or Diane. Everyone, have a safe month and lets ride. 

 

 

Randy & Debbie Heath 

Directors Chapter A 

Des Moines, IA 

GWRRA moto “Friends for Fun, Safety and Knowledge”.  
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Sheep Outriders 

Dave & Diane Tingle 

Assistant Chapter Shepherds 

dtingle2@gmail.com  

dave.tingle23@gmail.com 

June Birthdays                                 June Anniversaries 

.17th Rodger Black                                 2nd Bryan and Caron Osberg 

14th Carol Bulens                                 12th Doug and Kathy Fifer 

4th Glen Gunther                                  15th Brian and Karen Black 

15th Rick Halber                                   18th Don and Kathy Thomason 

17th Gwen Howe 

7th Jeff Lloyd 

6th Carole Martin 

5th Bryan Osberg 

 

Dave & Diane Tingle 

Assistant Directors 

Chapter A {Black Sheep Squadron} 

Des Moines, Ia. 

Friends for Fun, Safety, and Knowledge 
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Hello Black Sheep family. I am sorry that I missed the get together last month but I was attending a training 

session to be able to teach the trike riders course. 

Welcome to June. I think we can safely say that we are now done with the snow and frigid weather our winter 

kept heaping on us. Now it appears we are headed right into summer. Doesn’t seem like we are going to have 

much of a spring.  

Things will start moving fast and furious. Keep an eye on the calendar and the chapter Facebook page along 

with the Iowa District Facebook page.  

We have some camping weekends planned and there is still room for people to join us. If you don’t camp, 

come on out and enjoy time spent with the rest of the family who is out there. I’m sure there will be some 

good rides and lots of run around the campfires. 

A couple of weekend trips already in the works and plenty of opportunity for some impromptu rides as well. If 

you have some ideas of some ride you’d like to do, let me know and I’ll work on getting it set up.  

As a quick safety message, as we have gone to summer heat already, please be sure to prepare for your 

rides. Stay hydrated, take breaks as necessary, get some of the gear that helps to cool you off. Do what you 

need to do to stay safe out there.  

 

We’ll see you out on the road.  

Take care. Be safe.  

 

 

Dennis Irvin & Donna McCullough 

Assistant Directors 

Chapter A 

 

Safety Thoughts 
By; Dennis Irvin & Donna McCullough 

 

Dennis Irvin & Donna McCullough 

Assistant Directors 

acdiachapa@gmail.com.  
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Tim Pherigo contact for the RAMs 

RAM Rod 

TIMPHERIGO2@msn.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tim Pherigo 

RAMS Trails 
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Greg Hayes 

Iowa District Educator 

515.229.1597  

hayeswing@gmail.com 

Ram Wisdom 

This is the third in a series of articles I am writing about the MSF 100 Motorcyclists Naturalistic Study conducted by Virginia Tech 

Transportation Institute (VTTI) and commissioned by the Motorcycle Safety Foundation (MSF). This study on motorcycle crashes used a 

different technique than previous crash studies. So, although there are many conclusions that are different from the other studies and can 

give us new information on what we might do to avoid accidents, it also reinforced some of the conclusions from the previous studies.  

I wanted to break the major conclusions from this new study into individual articles so that each conclusion can be more fully examined. My 

main goal in writing these articles is to figure out what I can be doing to reduce my chances of being in an incident involving my motorcycle. 

Thinking that others within GWRRA may have a similar interest in avoiding motorcycle incidents I decided to do some sharing. However, for 

the most part, these articles are me writing to myself. I have read reports from VTTI and MSF, plus several articles written by others in 

periodicals and online about the study, so I feel I have done a fair share of research. However, I do not claim to represent anyone else but 

myself in my comments. 

For those who have not read my previous articles I will provide a brief summary. The Naturalistic Study involved 100 motorcycles, averaging 

one year of participation in the study, from several locations, and involving a variety of motorcycles and with a variety of motorcyclists, 

including a wide range of age, experience, and both male and female riders. The motorcycles were equipped with numerous cameras and 

electronic equipment to measure and record what happens on the motorcycle. When some event is detected then that information and video 

is automatically uploaded to the researchers who analyze the event. These events include both crashes and near-crashes. Of the 100 

motorcycles there were 30 crashes (note that this was only over one year per bike), but there were also 122 near-crashes, which previous 

studies were not able to document. 

In my previous articles I wrote about two common incidents that happened to the participants. The most common incident was the tip over 

from a low speed or no speed event, which might have happened in a parking lot or coming up to a stop, among other situations. Obviously, 

this is not a problem for those of you on three wheels. My second article wrote about rear end crashes involving the motorcyclist running into 

the back of another vehicle was the second most common incident. The tip over really should not be a surprise but I was surprised about the 

rear end collision. As a motorcyclist it seems natural to be worried about the vehicle behind us hitting our motorcycle. So I expect other 

people are as surprised to see that motorcycles are more responsible for rear end accidents than the other driver. 

To build suspense, I will write about the next most common incident that happened in this study in my next article. You will just have to wait, 

unless you decide to go out and look up the study yourself. One clue is that I think you will not be very surprised, because, if your experience 

has been like mine, you probably have had this happen too often as a near-crash event. 

mailto:hayeswing@gmail.com
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What I want to write about in this article is where accidents are most likely to happen, which I found a little surprising. The study categorized 

location by 5 types of environments: 1 Urban, 2 Highway, 3 Miscellaneous or Other, 4 Moderate residential or business or industrial, and 5 

Open country or open residential. I would have thought this would be a list from most likely to least likely. However, the most common 

location was the open country or open residential category. 

Although the study was not able to identify the exact cause of why this area was the most prone to incidents, a paper written by people from 

VTTI and MSF, identified at the end of my article, came up with some possible explanations. This area is where there are few or no buildings 

or structures visible. So, it is quite likely that riders are not as vigilant as they are in heavy urban traffic or on the highway. Even riding in a 

typical residential area, we are going to be more watchful for people and other vehicles at intersections, pulling out of driveways, and kids or 

pets running out into the street. When we feel less threatened, such as in an open area, we let our guard down. We might be just out on a 

ride to leisurely  cruise around on our motorcycles, not thinking about all the possibilities of what can happen out on the road. We are out 

there to enjoy being outside, seeing the scenery, feeling the wind, leaving behind the worries of home or work, leaving behind our stress. 

Can we still be fully engaged in our riding, aware of our surroundings, watching for situations and still be enjoying our ride? You probably 

agree with me that this is what we actually enjoy about motorcycling, being engaged with our machine, staying alert, riding as best as we 

can. Riding in the cage is too easy, separated from our environment by glass and metal, protected with seat belts, air bags and metal 

frames. The challenge of motorcycling is what invigorates me. 

I have often told others I know exactly when an accident will occur. It is always when you least expect it. Yes, that’s not original. Of course, if 

I am expecting someone to pull out in front of me, or changing lanes right into me, I am prepared and ready to execute a proper 

countermeasure. If I assume that the other driver sees me and that I am totally safe, they seem to want to prove me wrong. 

The MSF uses an acronym in their motorcycle training courses called SEE, which stands for Search, Evaluate and Execute. Hopefully, we 

have all heard this. The GWRRA rider courses use the acronym of SAA, which stands for Seek, Analyze and Act. Long ago the MSF used 

SIPDE, which stands for Scan, Identify, Predict, Decide and Execute. These all say the same thing, but it is easier to keep these simple. 

Although the temptation is there to take a more relaxed mental state when we in a riding condition where we perceive less threat, I think the 

study proves that this is increasing our risk. We need to be constantly scanning, looking for hazards, anticipating what could happen, 

planning escape paths, having a plan when that car pulls in our path or the deer runs across the road, and to execute a maneuver at the 

right time.  

The key to riding safe is “constant vigilance.” Some of you might recognize that as a phase used by a character in the Harry Potter series of 

books, but I have taken it my mantra for motorcycle riding. However, to be totally aware of your surroundings 100% of the time is a big 

challenge and requires a lot of work. 

Greg Hayes 

Iowa District Educator, GWRRA 

RAM WISDOM Cont. 



Wanted 

Hello Everyone, 

Scott & I would like to let you all know that at the end of Randy & Debbie's term, Scott & I will 

also be stepping down.  Scott has held Web Master position for almost 9 years and I have 

been Newsletter editor for almost 6 years, we feel it is time for the next chapter in our 

adventures.  Scott is into his RC flying and now 3D printing.  I have started a very small 

winter adventure of selling soup & bread. 

If you are interested in being web master or newsletter editor please get a hold of Randy, 

Debbie, Dave, Diane, Dennis or Donna. 

Thanks for the memories!! 

 

Scott & Beve Johnson 

 

 

 

 



Safety Weekend 

 

 

 

 

John & Yvette Moravec   

Iowa District Directors 

iamoravecfam@yahoo.com  

Marsha Tell Sue Thompson 

Roger & Marilyn Vansickel Bill & Nancy James 

Dennis Irvin 
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John Moravec   Greg Hayes 
Roger Munson Dennis Irvin 

Roger & Sue Bahe 
Russ Tell 

Roger & Lisa Flemming 

James Flemming 



Arena Champions 

StormLakeHonda.com  

Email Storm Lake Honda Sales                                                                        

Trike Your Bike.co 

Email Marc Hyland 

301 S Jefferson Way 

Indianola, IA 50125 

(515)961-6288 

FAX: (515)961-4722                                                                                                                                                     

VanWall.com 

Email Van Wall 

Motorcycles / ATVs / Scooters  

1603 Euclid Avenue  

Des Moines, IA 50313  

515-243-6217  

1-800-358-5508  

GarvisHonda.com  

Email Garvis Honda Sales 

2500 E. 7th St 

Atlantic, IA 50022 

(712)243-6343 

FAX: (712)243-6845                                                                                             

Nishna Valley Cycle.com 

Email NVC 

4645 Center Point Road NE 

Cedar Rapids, IA 52402 

Phone: (319) 393-1205 

Fax: (319) 393-1025                                                              

McGrath Power Sports  

325 8th Street SE 

Altoona, IA 50009 

Phone: (515) 967-6601 

Fax: (515) 957-9020                                                                     

Tim Forbes Website 

Infinite Color Works 

Address:  

3231 Adventureland Dr  

 Altoona, IA 50009  

Phone: (515) 967-7878  
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Des Moines Ronald McDonald House Wish List 

High Need Items will have * 




